MIT support staff questionnaire held
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- My annual salary increase generally is:
- MIT's administration and my supervisor(s)' view of me as an individual and my skills is:
- I believe that if I had a job-related grievance, MIT's grievance procedure would be:
- MIT's career advancement opportunities are:
- I feel that my input as to who I work for and how many people I report to is:
- My freedom to arrange working hours is:
- My freedom to arrange vacation time is:
- The allocation of parking spaces at MIT is:
- My overall view of my salary, benefits, and job satisfaction is:

The questionnaire also asked the respondents to label the following statements as either true or false or to indicate no opinion:

- If I had a specific problem, I would feel comfortable seeking a resolution through discussions I would feel comfortable seeking a resolution through discussions

If this were an LSC slide you would have paid $1 to see it.

Advertise in The Tech
Free distribution to the MIT community.

If you see this man today, wish him

"Happy Birthday!"

"Tiger Mike" Howard

An impressive technological journey began over three decades ago at Hughes Aircraft Company. Today, with more than 90 diverse technologies ranging from sub-micron electronics to large scale systems, you'll find Hughes people forging new discoveries, new futures.

Become part of the Hughes tradition of technological firsts, if your degree is in:

Electrical, Mechanical, Manufacturing or Industrial Engineering, Computer Science, Physics, Electronics Technology. Requirements may vary. Check with your placement office about Hughes company-wide opportunities at any one of 12 Southern California locations and Tucson, Arizona.

Hughes representatives will be on campus February 23-24
(See your placement office for an appointment.)

Or contact Hughes Corporate College Relations, Dept. NC, Bldg. C2/B178, P.O. Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245.